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Abstract. As a special rolling method, angular rolling can meet various gauge demands of customized
production. Due to the asymmetry of angular rolling, the rolling forces on the two sides of the roll system are
different and the thickness distribution of the plate will be complex. To accurately obtain the thickness
distribution and predict the rolling force during the angular rolling process, a mathematical model based on the
influence function method is developed. An experiment is also adopted to validate the results of the rolling force.
The results show that the change in the total rolling force comprises three stages: increasing, stable, and
decreasing. During most of the rolling time, the rolling forces on the two sides of the mill are different. Then the
predicted results of the rolling force are validated by experiment. After the first pass of angular rolling, a serious
wedge appears at the head and tail ends of the plate. But when the angular rolling is finished, the wedge has
almost disappeared. Considering the short calculation time, this model can be applied in the actual production
process for making effective shape control strategies and flexible rolling schedules to meet various gauge
demands of customized production.
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1 Introduction

Aluminium alloy thick plate is widely used in the
automobile, aerospace, and marine industries due to its
excellent corrosion resistance and specific strength. To
meet the demand for various gages of aluminium alloy thick
plate, angular rolling [1] is adopted in the upstream of hot
rough rolling. The process of angular rolling is shown in
Figure 1. The sizes of the plates can be controlled flexibly
by controlling the rotation angle of plate to meet the
demand for customized production.

Because the plate rotates in the horizontal plane before
angular rolling, the distribution of metal in the deformation
zone becomes asymmetric about the rolling central line.
Then the rolling forces on the two sides of the rolling mill
are not equal, so the loaded roll gap becomes asymmetric.
According to the location of metal in the deformation zone
and the loaded roll gap, the shape of the cross-section can
be obtained to investigate the deformation of the plate and
shape control.

At present, due to advanced computer performances,
the finite element method is the most popular method of
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researching the elastic deformation of roll systems. Wu
et al. [2] established a three-dimensional elastic-plastic
finite elementmodel of rolls and thermal deformation of the
work roll using ABAQUS. Sun et al. [3] presented a finite
element model for the prediction of thermal behaviour of
the strip occurring in the finishing mill during hot strip
rolling and the accuracy was validated by measurement.
Ding et al. [4] researched the rolling process of AM60 sheets
with a 50% reduction using DEFORM and found the law of
change of metal flow velocity and distribution of strain.
Peng et al. [5] performed a three-dimensional thermal-
mechanical coupled simulation of 5052 aluminium alloy
during hot rolling with multi-parameters. Song et al. [6]
researched the head and tail defect formation of 3003
aluminium alloy hot rolling and developed an optimization
method with MRAC. Zhang et al. [7] established an
integrated simulation model of rolls and strip based on the
finite element software ABAQUS to study the generation
of the transverse thickness deviation of a soft, wide, thin
steel strip in the tandem cold rolling process. A number of
scholars have also calculated the deformation of roll
systems using the finite element method [8–12] in both the
steel and the nonferrous metal area.

However, the finite element method requires too much
calculation time, so it is only applicable for offline
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of angular rolling process.

Fig. 2. Aluminium alloy plate used for angular rolling.
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calculation. Compared to the finite element method, the
influence function method which has high accuracy,
requires a shorter calculation time and can be applied in
the actual production process. In the calculation process of
the influence function method, rolls are considered as
simply supported beams and divided into several elements
along the axial direction. Elastic deformation of each
element is calculated when one element is loaded. In
addition, roll flattening caused by the rolling force and
contact between the work roll and the backup roll should be
considered. Then the deformation of the roll gap can be
obtained by superposing the deformation of all elements.

Shohet et al [13] proposed the influence function
method in 1968. Jiang et al. [14,15] used influence function
method to analyse the mechanics of roll edge contact in
cold rolling of thin strips and ultra-thin strips. Liang et al.
[16] and Bai et al. [17] used influence function method to
analyse the control capability of the strip shape in a six-
high mill. Liu et al. [18] used influence function method to
model the cold rolling and temper rolling processes for thin
strips. Zhou et al. [19] calculated the rolling force for cold
rolling based on influence function method. He et al. [20]
improved the division method in influence function method
to obtain an advanced structure of influence function
method. Qin et al. [21] and Zhang et al. [22] improved
influence function method in a 20-high mill and analysed
the shape control capability of the 20-high mill. Chen et al.
[23] established models of roll elastic deformation and roll
flattening deformation considering work roll contact. Liu
et al. [24] established amodel for analysing the deformation
of an upper roll system and strip in order to analyse the
influence of technical parameters on the work roll axial
force of a four-high continuous variable crown mill. Chen
et al. [25] established a new online elastic deformation
model for a four-high cold mill to improve the accuracy of
calculation of the mill spring. Chai et al. [26] established an
asymmetric deflection model to analyse the influence of
deviation on the asymmetric profile of a rolled piece. Ren
et al. [27] established a three-dimensional nonlinear
simulation model of a six-roll UCM mill to analyse the
coupling characteristics of the elastic-plastic deformation
of the strip and elastic deformation of the roll.

In previous studies, the influence function method was
mostly applied to calculate one section during both hot and
cold rolling. However, in the angular rolling process, the
volume and location of metal in the deformation zone
change with increasing rolling time, so the rolling force and
shape of the roll gap also change with rolling time. Thus a
continuous calculating model is needed to obtain the whole
rolling force and thickness data. Results of rolling force can
be applied for setting and supervising rolling parameters,
then results of thickness data can be applied for predicting
the shape of strips and setting shape control strategies.

In this study, a model for the prediction of rolling force
and thickness distribution with influence function method
with high accuracy is developed and applied in a
continuous rolling process. The continuous rolling process
is achieved by calculating the motion of the plate. To
obtain the data of the unit rolling force and to validate the
accuracy of the mathematical model, an angular rolling
experiment is adopted.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experiment

To obtain unit width rolling force data used in the influence
function method, experiment was carried on a certain hot
rolling line of aluminium alloy plate, as shown in Figure 2.
The aluminium alloy plate can be lifted and rotated by
crane before being placed on the conveyor roller table.
Then the angle between the rolling centre line and the
length direction of the aluminium alloy plate is controlled
by adjusting the pushing mechanisms located at two sides
of the plate, as shown in Figure 2.

The sizes of rolls and plates are listed in Table 1. The
selected grade of aluminium alloy plate is 7075, which is
used widely as sheet in the aerospace industry. The plate is
heated to 500 °C before rolling and is rolled with the rolling
speed set to 0.9m/s. The reduction in each pass is set as
12mm and the angle is set as 10°. The data on the rolling
force can be obtained by feedback from hydraulic cylinders
for the reduction system.

2.2 Mathematic model based on influence function
method

In the calculation of the thickness distribution, the
programme includes four basic parts: the plate division



Table 1. Parameters of rolls.

Parameters Value/mm

Backup roll length 3300
Backup roll diameter 1400
Work roll length 3300
Work roll diameter 700
Length of plate 2000
Width of plate 1400
Thickness of plate 500

Fig. 3. Calculation flow of prediction model.
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model, location updating model, the rolling force calcula-
tion model, and the roll deformation calculation model.
Except for the formulas with special mark, formulas in this
paper are all original. A flow chart of the whole programme
is shown in Figure 3.

In the plate division model, the plate is divided into 400
pieces in the rolling direction, numbered 1–400, as shown in
Figure 4. The central location of the piece is labelled
because it can be used for calculating the location of the
rolling force.

The thickness of each piece is the same as the thickness
of the plate used in the experiment. The length of each piece
is calculated as follows:

lpiece ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l2 þ b2

p
400

⋅cos arccos
lffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

l2 þ b2
p

 !
� aangle

 !
; ð1Þ

where lpiece is the length of each piece, l and b are the length
and width of the plate, and aangle is the rotation angle of the
plate.

Then the locations of pieces can be obtained by adding
up the lengths of the pieces as follows:

Lpiece;i ¼ i⋅lpiece; ð2Þ
whereLpiece, i is the location of the piece numbered i, and i is
the number of the piece.

The width of each piece can be calculated as follows:

See equation 3 page below

where bpiece, i is the width of the piece numbered i.
When the division of the plate is completed, the angular

rolling process can proceed. The time interval at which the
locations of pieces are updated is set as 0.01 s.

In the rolling force calculation model, the length of the
deformation zone is a key parameter because it can be used
for counting the numbers of pieces located in the
bpiece;i ¼

2Lpiece;i

sin2�angle

b

cos�angle

b

cos�angle

2 Lpiece;i lcos�angle

� �
sin2�angle

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
deformation zone, and then the width of these pieces can
be used for calculating the rolling force. The length of the
deformation zone can be obtained as follows:

Ld ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � R� DHð Þ2

q
; ð4Þ
0 � Lpiece;i � bsin�angle

bsin�angle � Lpiece;i � bcos�angle

Lpiece;i ≥ bcos�angle

; ð3Þ



Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of plate segmentation.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of roll system segmentation.
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where Ld is the length of the deformation zone, R is the
radius of the work roll, and DH is the reduction.

When the rolling time increases, the locations of the
pieces are updated as follows,

Loc0i ¼ Loci þ vjDt; ð5Þ
where Loc’i is the updated location of the pieces, Loci is
primary location of the pieces, v is velocity of plate, j is
numbers of time interval and Dt is time interval

According to the geometry of deformation zone and the
distance between each piece and the entrance of the
deformation zone, the reduction of each piece can be
obtained as follows,

Dh ¼ ðLoc0i � LocentryÞH � h

Ld
; ð6Þ

where Dh is change of thickness of pieces at certain rolling
time, Locentry is the entry location of deformation zone, H
and h are the thickness of plate before and after rolling
respectively

Then the sizes of pieces can be calculated according to
the law of constant volume. Based on the new sizes of
pieces, the area of metal in the deformation zone can be
obtained. Then the value and acting area of the rolling force
can be calculated according to the rolling force distribution
along the contacting arc. The Karman equation is usually
used for calculating the rolling force but it suits cold rolling
better. Li et al. [28] improved the Karman equation for the
hot rolling process. By adopting the improved Karman
equation, the rolling force used for roll system deformation
can be calculated.

When sizes of pieces change, locations of pieces must be
updated again because increasing of length of pieces can
lead to motion of pieces towards exit of deformation zone.

Finally, the roll system deformation can be calculated
by the influence function method. Considering the
asymmetry of the angular rolling process, the roll system
model must adopt the sizes of full rolls. The sizes of rolls are
gði; jÞ ¼
xiðlxjÞ
6EI l

l2x2i ðlx2j Þ þ ð1þ �Þ
h

ðlxjÞ
6EI l

lðxixjÞ3
ðlxjÞ þ ðl2ðlxjÞ2Þx

"
8>>><
>>>:
the same as those used in experiment. A diagram of the
element division is shown in Figure 5. The number of
elements in the axial direction of rolls is set as 400.

The deformation of the roll system includes the bending
of the backup roll and work roll, flattening between the
backup roll and work roll, and flattening of the work roll
caused by the rolling force.

If g(i, j) is the vertical displacement of a beam at
position i caused by the unit load applied to the beam at
position j, the displacement of the beam at position i caused
by the load distribution handled as a number of
concentrated loads at the middle of each element can be
calculated by the following equation [24]:

yðiÞ ¼
XN
j

gði; jÞpj; ð7Þ

where g(i, j) is defined as the influence function or influence
coefficient, pj is the concentrated load at the middle of
element j, N is the number of discrete units. The vertical
displacement y(i) represents not only the roll deflection,
but also the flattening of contact zone.

According to relative theory of mechanics, influence
functions of work roll and backup roll deformation can be
obtained by roll parameters and the formula as follows,

See equation 8 page below

where l is length of roll,E is elastic modulus, I is bending
modulus, n is Poisson ratio and D is diameter of roll.
Calculation of roll flattening is based on research of Chen
et al. [23].

The calculation flow chart is shown in Figure 6. When
the piece with the highest number exits the deformation
zone, the whole programme ends.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Rolling force

As shown in Figure 7, rolling force data obtained from the
model and experiment are presented. It can be observed
that the total rolling force increases rapidly when the
D2xj

i
0 � xi < xj

ix
3
i þ ð1þ �ÞD2xj

#
xj � xi < l

; ð8Þ



Fig. 6. Calculation flow chart of the influence function method.

Fig. 7. Rolling force obtained by prediction model and
experiment.

Fig. 8. Roll gap shape at different rolling times.
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rolling process begins, then stays constant, and finally
decreases rapidly due to the change of the metal volume in
the deformation zone with increasing rolling time. As
shown in Figure 4, the location of metal in the deformation
zone varies at different rolling times so the rolling forces on
each side of the mill are different. It can be observed that at
the beginning and end of the angular rolling process, the
rolling forces on the two sides have similar changing trends
because the metal in the deformation zone is located on
both sides of the rolling centre line.
It is notable that in the angular rolling process, the total
rolling force in the experiment decreases gradually after
reaching a peak value and then increases gradually to a new
peak. The maximal difference between the actual and
calculated total rolling forces is 4.5% of the actual total
rolling force and it will not affect the rolling process
noticeably. During the rolling time in which the total
rolling force is between those two peaks, the volume of
metal in deformation remains constant so that angular
rolling does not cause a change of the total rolling force.
According to rolling theory, the rolling force can be affected
by the deformation resistance of the plate, reduction, entry
thickness, and so on. Among all the factors, there is one
that is not considered in the mathematical model: the fact
that the temperature field in the plate that affects the
rolling force remarkably. A large number of scholars have
researched the temperature field [29–32] in the plate in the
rolling process and the results show that the temperature is
lower at the edges of the plate than inside the plate. This is
because heat transfer occurs between the surfaces of the
plate and the environment. So at the head and tail ends, a
lower temperature leads to a greater rolling force. In the
mathematical model, the temperature is not considered, so
the decrease of the rolling force cannot be predicted.

Except for the influence of temperature, the accuracy of
the mathematical model for calculating the rolling force is
high enough for revealing the changing law of rolling force
with rolling time and providing the load conditions used in
the roll deformation calculation model.

The rolling force in the second rolling pass is nearly the
same as that in the first rolling pass; besides that, the
changing trends of the rolling force at the two sides is
opposite.

3.2 Roll gap shape

With increasing rolling time, the volume and location of
metal in the deformation zone change. That leads to a
change of the rolling force loaded on the roll system. Then
the roll gap shape differs at each rolling time, as shown in
Figure 8.



Fig. 9. Thickness distribution in cross sections at different distances from the centre of the plate: (a) after the first pass, (b) after the
second pass.
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It can be observed that when the rolling times differ, the
roll gap shapes are different.When the rolling time is 0.26 s,
the volume of metal in the deformation zone is less than
that at 0.78 s and 1.61 s, so the roll system has less elastic
deformation and the roll gap shape is comparatively gentle.
When the rolling times are at 0.78 s and 1.61 s, the volume
of metal in the deformation zone is almost equal but the
locations of metal in the deformation zone are different so
the locations of maximal deformations are different. When
the rolling time is at 1.96 s, the angular rolling process is
about to complete, so there is less metal in the deformation
zone and compared to the beginning of the rolling process,
the location of the metal is at the right side of the rolling
centre line. Then elastic deformation of the roll system is
small and maximal deformation appears at the right side of
the rolling centre line.

With rolling time increasing, maximal deformation of
the roll system changes and the roll gap shape is
asymmetrical for most of the rolling time, which leads to
an asymmetrical thickness distribution of the plate.

3.3 Thickness distribution after angular rolling

In order to obtain the thickness distribution of the plate
from the roll gap data, useless data should be eliminated.
Then the rest of data need to be rotated by the same angle
that through which the plate rotates before angular rolling.
Figure 9 shows the thickness distribution in different cross
sections after each pass of angular rolling.

It can be observed that the thickness distribution is not
symmetric after the first rolling pass. The maximal
thickness appears in the middle of the plate. At head
and tail ends, the thickness is smaller and the asymmetry is
more serious than in the middle of the plate. This
distribution can lead to a large wedge, which is defined
as a difference in thickness between the two sides of the
plate and describes the inhomogeneity of the thickness.
According to the thickness data, the maximum of wedge at
the head end is 0.471� 10�3m and the minimum of the
wedge at the tail end is �0.526� 10�3m. So a second pass
of angular rolling with the plate rotating towards the
opposite direction is needed to reduce the wedge.

After the second pass of angular rolling, it can be
observed that the thickness distributions in the five cross-
sections are almost symmetrical. The maximum of the
wedge is 0.011� 10�3m and is found near the tail end while
the minimum is �0.01� 10�3m and is found near the head
end. Considering that the thickness of the plate after
angular rolling is about 0.476� 10�3m, such wedges can
hardly influence the camber that characterizes the bending
condition of the plate in the horizontal plane and the lateral
motion that characterizes the deviation between the
central line of the mill and plate.

According to the results of the mathematical model, the
crown distribution can also be obtained. The crown is of
great significance and is defined to describe the difference in
thickness between the centre and edge of the plate. It can be
observed that the crown firstly increases and then decreases
from the head end to the tail end of the plate. The range of
the crown along the full length is from 0.328� 10�3 to
0.857� 10�3m and is acceptable in the rolling process.

As an asymmetrical rolling process, angular rolling has
not been deeply researched. Through the model established
in this study, rolling force and distribution of thickness can
be obtained for setting rolling process parameters,
predicting shape and making shape control strategies.
Then more flexible rolling schedules can be obtained for
meeting the demand of customized production.
4 Conclusion

In this study, a mathematical model based on the influence
function method is developed to predict the rolling force
and thickness distribution in the full length range. Due to
the difficulty of measuring the thickness, only the rolling
force data are validated by experiment. The conclusions are
as follows:
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*
 in the angular rolling process, the total rolling force
remains almost constant during most of the rolling time.
In the middle of the rolling process, the maximal
difference between the actual and calculated total rolling
forces is 4.5% of the actual total rolling force. The rolling
forces on the right and left sides differ because the volume
and location of metal in the deformation zone change
with increasing rolling time. In addition, the difference
between rolling forces on the right and left leads to a
serious asymmetrical roll gap shape;
*
 after the first pass of angular rolling, the thickness
deformation becomes asymmetric and a severe wedge
appears at the head and tail ends of the plate. The
maximum of the wedge at the head end is 0.471� 10�3m
and the minimum of the wedge at the tail end is
�0.526� 10�3m. Closer to the middle of plate, the wedge
becomes smaller;
*
 when the angular rolling process finishes, the thickness
distribution becomes almost symmetric again. The
maximum of the wedge at the tail end is
0.011� 10�3m and the minimum of the wedge at the
head end is �0.01� 10�3m. In addition, the range of the
crown along the full length is from 0.328� 10�3 to
0.857� 10�3m. Then, this model can be applied to
develop effective shape-control strategies and more
flexible rolling schedules.
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